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of appropriate ID and OD, the alignment therefore being
entirely passive. Since the components were transparent, the
liquid flow could easily be observed and photographed at all
points along the flow axis. The small size of this source greatly
facilitates incorporation of differential vacuum pumping to
reduce the gas load on the vacuum chamber. This second,
miniature GDVN design proved to be simple, robust and
reliable. It will be the main subject of this paper.

4. Fabrication

The miniature GDVN of figure 2 incorporates a commercial
hollow-core fused silica optical fibre (360 µm OD and
20–50 µm ID; Polymicro Technologies LLC) as the inner
capillary (liquid channel). A commercial borosilicate glass
capillary (1.2 mm OD by 0.9 mm ID; Sutter Instrument) forms
the outer housing (gas plenum). To form an exit channel on the
gas plenum, the borosilicate tube is held vertically and rotated
about its axis as the tube end is heated from below with a
standard propane torch. The sidewall thickens at the heated end
to form the radially symmetric, convergent exit channel [32]
seen in figure 2. This replaces the thin, sharp-edged, flat-
plate aperture of the original Gañán-Calvo design. Apart from
its smoothly varying aerodynamic sidewall, the gas dynamic
‘aperture’ is now an actual channel, with an aspect ratio (length
to diameter) of much greater than unity. The exact shape of
the sidewall and the channel can be varied by pressurizing the
tube during heating (as in pressure polishing [12]) and by post-
formation grinding back of the front end (as is often done in
fabricating standard Rayleigh droplet sources [32]).

An external taper was again cut onto the exit end of the
liquid capillary, as is easily observed in figure 2. This was
done using a 9 µm grit grinding disc on an Allied TechPrep
polishing machine. While grinding, the silica fibre was held
in contact with the grinding disc by means of a custom jig that
allowed the taper angle to be set as desired and, in addition,
the fibre to be rotated about its axis to promote formation of
a symmetric taper. Alternatively, commercial capillary tubes
can be ordered with an external taper already ground onto the
end [18].

A 2 cm long sleeve cut from commercial PTFE tube (Small
Parts Inc. Part Num SWTT-28-10) centred the liquid capillary
tube within the outer gas plenum. Transverse alignment of the
capillary end with the GDVN exit channel was thereby entirely
passive, established by the fit of the capillary tube inside the
sleeve and the sleeve inside the outer housing. A tighter fit
produced better alignment, but this was limited both by the
need to slide the capillary through the sleeve to adjust the axial
position of the liquid jet and by the need for the coaxial gas flow
to make its way past the sleeve. When necessary, additional
clearance for the gas flow was achieved by carefully shaving
down the sleeve in thickness at two or more locations along
its periphery. This was generally necessary only for small gas
apertures (<50 µm ID) where alignment was critical, making
a tight press fit of the sleeve in the outer tube mandatory. For
gas apertures with a diameter larger than 50 µm, a fairly loose
sliding fit of the sleeve in the outer tube provided adequate
clearance for the gas flow without compromising the transverse

Figure 3. Miniature GDVN system. The exit is at the right. The
ruler scale is mm. The centring sleeve can just be discerned in this
image, extending from about 97 to 113 mm. Epoxy seals the 1.2 mm
OD outer glass housing about the liquid capillary (upper tube,
360 µm OD) and the gas supply capillary (lower tube, also 360 µm
OD) near the distal end (left).

alignment. Measured dimensions of the sleeve material often
exceeded the manufacturer’s published tolerances and made
tedious matching of individual components compulsory prior
to assembly.

With the alignment sleeve in place, the inner and outer
tubes were positioned axially to give a desired separation
between capillary exit and GDVN channel. A 100 µm ID
capillary tube was inserted into the distal end of the gas plenum,
providing a connection through which gas could be supplied
to the plenum, and the tubes were then permanently glued
together and sealed with a drop of epoxy at this junction.
This gave a robust self-contained unit as shown in figure 3.
Alternatively, the outer housing could be mounted in the
straight run of a standard HPLC 3-way cross. The outer
capillary was then terminated in the cross (allowing gas to
be supplied to the gas plenum through the side run) and the
inner capillary passed through the cross to be clamped on the
far end of the straight run. The capillary-exit separation could
then be adjusted by loosening the latter connection and sliding
the inner capillary axially with respect to the outer housing.

Applying a periodic acoustic signal at a frequency near the
spontaneous break-up frequency can often trigger free-running
droplet beam sources. To this end, a small piezoelectric
actuator could be clipped to the outside of the outer glass
tube of the miniature GDVN. The piezoelectric actuator and its
drive electronics were exactly the same as used successfully in
our previous studies of conventional Rayleigh droplet beams
[34]. It was not obvious at the outset, however, that droplet
generation could be triggered in the GDVN in this fashion:
the applied acoustic signal could only reach the liquid jet
circuitously, either travelling through the gas flow surrounding
the liquid jet or via a long mechanical pathway to the rear of
the outer tube and then back forwards through the inner tube.

5. Operation

The miniature GDVN is shown in operation in figure 2. The
PTFE sleeve that centres the inner capillary tube within the
outer glass housing lies just above the top of the photograph
and so is not seen in this photograph. Sample liquid was
supplied to the inner capillary via either a syringe pump
(low pressure operation) or a gas-pressurized liquid reservoir
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The probability of hitting a diffracting object with 
an x-ray pulse is given by the concentration of 
diffracting objects in the interaction volume.
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The probability of hitting a diffracting object with 
an x-ray pulse is given by the concentration of 
diffracting objects in the interaction volume.
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The probability of hitting a diffracting object with 
an x-ray pulse is given by the concentration of 
diffracting objects in the interaction volume.
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Hit Rates

14% RCvir in sponge phase (CXI, jet)
1% PSI (CXI, jet)
10% PSII (CXI, jet)
10% catB (CXI, jet)
40% Mimi (AMO, lens)
2%  (FLASH, lens) 
30% maximum possible (single)



Sample consumption =
flow rate x concentration x hits needed/hit rate



Sample consumption =
 flow rate x conc x hits needed / hit rate

Approximately:
100µl/min Rayleigh jet

1-15 µl/min for PSI with PEG 
1 µl/min for a ~1µm jet

0.1µm/min for DOD 120Hz
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Sample consumption =
 flow rate x conc x hits needed / hit rate
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